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Ultra wideband (UWB) radars
The high bandwidth of ultra wideband (UWB) radars results in a high
spatial resolution, typically a few cm. Thanks to good penetration
through materials UWB radars can be very helpful, e.g., in the following
situations: through-wall tracking of human beings during security
operations, through-rubble localization of motionless persons following
an emergency, e.g., earthquake or explosion, through-snow detection of
people after an avalanche or through-dress security screening at airports
for the detection of non-metal objects etc.

In the last decade, a great effort has been devoted to the research in the
field of ultra-wide band (UWB) radar applications for person localization
[1, 2].
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Through-floor localization of a static person
by a multistatic UWB radar

M. Švecová, D. Kocur, J. Demčák, J. Buša and M. Gamcová

A new approach to through-floor localization of a person using
an ultra-wide band (UWB) radar is introduced in this paper. The
proposed solution is based on the application of a multistatic UWB
radar employing one transmitting and four receiving antennas. For
target localization, a multilateration method is used, whereby the
WP-STAPELOC method is applied to the estimation of time-of-
arrivals (TOAs) corresponding to a target. Due to an appropriate radar
antenna array layout, a geometrical interpretation of the considered
problem of localization allows us to find the target coordinates by a
simple computation of two intersections of two pairs of ellipses. The
mentioned ellipses are defined by the antenna layout and the target
TOAs. Experimental analysis of the proposed method of through-floor
localization of a person confirmed its good accuracy, despite being such
a complex scenario.

Introduction: In the last decade, a great effort has been devoted to
research in the field of ultra-wide band (UWB) radar applications
for person localization [1]. A particularly interesting feature of UWB
radars operating in the frequency band DC–5 GHz is their capability
of seeing persons located behind a non-metallic obstacle. Considering
the importance of this property, great attention has been devoted to the
localization of moving and static persons through a vertical wall in 2D
space (2D) and 3D space (3D) [1–3] or persons located behind a corner
[4]. In spite of the fact that through-the-floor localization of a person in
3D might be interesting, this scenario has not been sufficiently addressed.
In order to fill this gap, through-the-floor localization of a static person
(e.g. unconscious or sleeping person) will be studied in this paper. Note
that the respiratory motion is usually the only visible form of movement
in a static person [5].

Despite the fact that through-the-floor localization of people has been
less well addressed, there are several papers related to this problem.
In [6], Doppler radar has been proposed for moving person localization
in 3D. The target localization results are provided in the form of hot
spots displayed in the cross-range vs. elevation and vs. down-range
planes. A UWB radar system for moving person localization in 3D has
been suggested in [7]. In this case, a target is displayed as a moving
spheroid. Through-the-floor static person detection and breathing person
localization through a heap of rubble in 3D by an imaging method using
a back projection algorithm has been reported in [8]. And finally, a
simple approach for localization of human beings employing an intuitive
approximation of the 3D localization problem by a solution of two 2D
localization tasks has been introduced in [3].

A comparison of the performance properties of the person localization
concepts described in [3] and [6–8] has shown that the concept proposed
in [3] could be a good resource for through-the-floor person localization.
Taking into account this conclusion, we will introduce an extension of
this concept for through-the-floor person localization in this paper. This
extension, referred to as the 3D-2D method, consists of the substitution of
an intuitive approach to the localization problem solution applied in [3]
with a theoretical solution based on its geometrical interpretation.

Problem statement: Let us assume a static person localization through-
the-floor according to the scenario depicted in Fig. 1. For the person
localization, a multistatic UWB radar employing 1 transmitting (Tx)
and 4 receiving (Rxi, i= 1, 2, 3, 4) antennas is applied. The antennas
are situated in the x− y plane (Fig. 2), whereby it is assumed that their
coordinates are known ( Tx= [0, 0, 0], Rxi = [xi, yi, zi], i= 1, 2, 3, 4)
(Fig. 1(b)). Despite the fact that a person represents a so-called distributed
target, the fundamental idea of our approach is based on the often
considered assumption that the person to be localized will be considered
as a point target T = [xt, yt, zt]. Taking into account this premise, TOAs
corresponding to a static person for each pair of Tx−Rxi (TOAi,
i= 1, 2, 3, 4) can be estimated by the WP-STAPELOC method [5].

Then considering Fig. 1 and using the multilateration concept of target
localization, the following set of equations can be written:

di = c · TOAi = d(Tx, T ) + d(T,Rxi), i= 1, 2, 3, 4. (1)

(a)

Tx=[0,0,0] Rx =[x ,0,0]1 1Rx =[x ,0,0]1 2

Rx =[0,y ,0]3 3

Rx =[0,y ,0]4 4

z=0

x

y

(b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1 Scenario: 1(a) the measurement scheme, 1(b) the antenna array layout,
1(c) the measurement devices and their locations, 1(d) a static target.

In these equations, di is set for the length of the trajectory Tx-T -Rxi

and c
.
= 3× 108 m.s−1 is set for the electromagnetic wave propagation

velocity in the air. The symbol d(X,Y ) expresses the distance between
point X and point Y in 3D. It is well known that the target coordinates
xt, yt and zt can be obtained as the solution of (1).

3D-2D method: In order to introduce a simple solution of (1), let us
assume, that there is one target in 3D for z > 0 and his/her TOAi have
been perfectly estimated (i.e. TOAi estimation errors are zero). Then,
the solution of (1) can be obtained based on the following geometrical
interpretation of the particular equations of (1).

It is well known from geometry that the kth equation of (1) is the
equation of the spheroid Sk obtained by rotating the ellipse Ek about
one of its principal axis (Fig. 2(a). The foci of Sk and Ek are located in
the points Tx and Rxk. Note that the length of the semi-major axis of
Ek is dk/2. Then, the S1 (S3) and S2 (S4) can be obtained by rotating
E1 (E3) and E2 (E4) about their principal axes, located on the x (y)
axis (Fig. 2(b), 2(c)). Taking into account our assumptions, there will be
only one point of intersection of all Sk for z > 0, which will represent
the position of the target. Because the foci of S1 and S2 are located on
the x-axis, a circle c1 with the center C1 = [x0, 0, 0] and radius r1 is the
intersection of these spheroids (Fig. 2(b)). The point A= [x0, r1, 0] is
the intersection of E1 and E2 (Fig. 2(a)). Similarly, the circle c2 with the
center C2 = [0, y0, 0] and radius r2 is the intersection of the spheroids
S3 and S4 (Fig. 2(c)). The point B = [r2, y0, 0] is the intersection of
E3 and E4 (Fig. 2(a)). The computation of intersections A and B can
be interpreted also as the target localization in the x− y plane using
a radar system equipped with Tx and Rxi for i= 1, 2 and i= 3, 4,
respectively. Then, for the computation of the intersections A and B, a
direct localization method in 2D can be used [2]. And finally, the target
position given by T = [xt, yt, zt] can be obtained as the intersection
of c1 and c2 for z > 0 (Fig. 2(d)). It can be seen from Fig. 2(d) that
T0 = [x0, y0, 0] is the T = [xt, yt, zt] projection into the x− y plane.
Then, by applying the Pythagorean theorem for a right triangle C1T0T

(C2T0T ), the target coordinates can be obtained as

T = [xt, yt, zt] =

[
x0, y0,

√
r21 − y20

]
=

[
x0, y0,

√
r22 − x2

0

]
. (2)

Because the proposed solution can be interpreted as the fusion of
the target localization results in 2D, the introduced method of target
localization in 3D will be denoted as the 3D-2D localization method.

Experimental results: The performance of the 3D-2D localization
method has been experimentally tested for through-the-floor static person
localization. The measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The classroom
where the target was situated was fully furnished with furniture. On the
classroom ceiling, lamps with metal scatters were situated. Within the
experiment, an M-sequence UWB radar with an operational bandwidth of
DC–3 GHz was used [1]. Its unambiguous range, total power transmitted
and measurement rate was 44 m, 1 mW and 26 impulse responses per
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Localization of a target behind a wall
An algorithm for the localization of a point target behind a wall based on
the information about times of a signal arrival (TOA) to the receivers
has been presented at the 8th International Conference Numerical
Methods and Applications in Borovets, Bulgaria in 2014 [3].

Under the assumption of 4 or more exact TOA values it is possible to
determine not only the target position, but also the wall width (or the
material relative permittivity).

Using some sampling frequency one get only TOA values rounded (at
least) to the closest upper sample time. The impact of the time
discretization on the target localization precision will be presented.
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Snell’s law application

Fig. 1. Wave propagation time doesn’t depend on the wall position

The Problem 2 we will solve in the similar way minimizing

F (P,w) =

NR∑

i=1

[TOAi(P,w)− Ti]2 −→ min
w,P

w > 0, yP > y1 + w

. (4)

3.1 Newton’s Method with Approximate Hesse Matrix and
Gradient

For the solution of Problems 1 and 2 represented by problems (3) and (4) we
use the Newton method. Starting from a point X [0], at each iteration a system
of linear algebraic equations is solved:

X [k+1] = X [k] − [H(X [k])]−1 · ∇F (X [k]), k = 0, 1, . . . (5)

Both, the gradient ∇F (X [k]) and the Hesse matrix H(X [k]), are calculated nu-
merically using the central finite difference approximations of the second order
for derivatives with the step h = 2 × 10−5. Columns of the Hesse matrix are
calculated using central differences of gradient, and afterwards the Hesse matrix
is symmetrized. Instead of the inverse, the pseudoinverse Hesse matrix is used.

For the Problem 2 we first solve the Problem 1 for some initial value of the
wall width winit, and on the second stage we are looking for better values with
enlarged size of the vector X, i.e., for X = (x; y; z;w).

3.2 TOA Calculation

Three layer Air-Concrete-Air problem of a wave propagation is indeed only two
layer Air-Concrete problem (see [6], page 102). It is evident from Fig. 1, where
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Snell’s law application

w

T

P = (s; yP )

ss∗

Fig. 2. Wave propagation calculation

it is shown that all “rays” in air resp. concrete have to be parallel, respectively,
to satisfy the Snell’s law.

To compute the TOAi value for a given point P = (xP ; yP ; zP ) we have
according to Eq. (1) to calculate two values: t(T, P ) resp. t(P,Ri) for transmit-
ting antenna at the point T (at the origin) and corresponding receiving antenna
placed at the point Ri, respectively.

We will discuss only the case of t(T, P ) calculation, for t(P,Ri) we first shift
points P and Ri to new points P−Ri and (0; 0; 0), and then we use the algorithm
for t(T, P −Ri). To be sure that the point P −Ri is not within the wall, we will
place one side of the wall onto the plane y = 0 (see Fig. 2).

First we construct a plane α containing both points T and P orthogonal
to the plane y = 0. It is easy to show that the wave propagation “ray” lies in
the plane α. Fig. 2 shows the α plane section of the space. The distance of the
projection P0 = (xP ; 0; zP ) onto the plane y = 0 is equal s =

√
x2P + z2P .

Choosing the appropriate value s∗ we have to minimize the function

f(s∗) =

√
s2∗ + w2

cw
+

√
(s− s∗)2 + (yP − w)2

ca
, (6)

where ca and cw are the air and wall wave propagation velocities, respectively.
After differentiation we arrive at Snell’s law in the form:

s∗

cw ·
√
s2∗ + w2

=
s− s∗

ca ·
√

(s− s∗)2 + (yP − w)2
. (7)

From Eq. (7) we get the algebraic equation

[
c2a − c2w

]
· s4∗ − 2s

[
c2a − c2w

]
· s3∗+

(8)

+
[
c2ayP (yP − 2w) + (c2a − c2w)(s2 + w2)

]
· s2∗ + 2c2w · s · w2 · s∗ − c2w · w2 · s2 = 0.

Solving Eq. (8), and choosing real s∗ satisfying Eq. (7) we after the substitution
get finally

t(T, P ) = f(s∗). (9)

[
c2
a − c2

w

]
· s4

∗ − 2s
[
c2
a − c2

w

]
· s3

∗+

+
[
c2
ayP (yp − 2w) + (c2

a − c2
w)(s

2 +w2)
]
· s2

∗ + 2c2
w · s ·w2 · s∗ − c2

w ·w2 · s2 = 0.
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Static person localization
Note that the respiratory motion is usually the only visible form of a
movement for a static motionless person.

Through-floor localization of a static person
by a multistatic UWB radar

M. Švecová, D. Kocur, J. Demčák, J. Buša and M. Gamcová

A new approach to through-floor localization of a person using
an ultra-wide band (UWB) radar is introduced in this paper. The
proposed solution is based on the application of a multistatic UWB
radar employing one transmitting and four receiving antennas. For
target localization, a multilateration method is used, whereby the
WP-STAPELOC method is applied to the estimation of time-of-
arrivals (TOAs) corresponding to a target. Due to an appropriate radar
antenna array layout, a geometrical interpretation of the considered
problem of localization allows us to find the target coordinates by a
simple computation of two intersections of two pairs of ellipses. The
mentioned ellipses are defined by the antenna layout and the target
TOAs. Experimental analysis of the proposed method of through-floor
localization of a person confirmed its good accuracy, despite being such
a complex scenario.

Introduction: In the last decade, a great effort has been devoted to
research in the field of ultra-wide band (UWB) radar applications
for person localization [1]. A particularly interesting feature of UWB
radars operating in the frequency band DC–5 GHz is their capability
of seeing persons located behind a non-metallic obstacle. Considering
the importance of this property, great attention has been devoted to the
localization of moving and static persons through a vertical wall in 2D
space (2D) and 3D space (3D) [1–3] or persons located behind a corner
[4]. In spite of the fact that through-the-floor localization of a person in
3D might be interesting, this scenario has not been sufficiently addressed.
In order to fill this gap, through-the-floor localization of a static person
(e.g. unconscious or sleeping person) will be studied in this paper. Note
that the respiratory motion is usually the only visible form of movement
in a static person [5].

Despite the fact that through-the-floor localization of people has been
less well addressed, there are several papers related to this problem.
In [6], Doppler radar has been proposed for moving person localization
in 3D. The target localization results are provided in the form of hot
spots displayed in the cross-range vs. elevation and vs. down-range
planes. A UWB radar system for moving person localization in 3D has
been suggested in [7]. In this case, a target is displayed as a moving
spheroid. Through-the-floor static person detection and breathing person
localization through a heap of rubble in 3D by an imaging method using
a back projection algorithm has been reported in [8]. And finally, a
simple approach for localization of human beings employing an intuitive
approximation of the 3D localization problem by a solution of two 2D
localization tasks has been introduced in [3].

A comparison of the performance properties of the person localization
concepts described in [3] and [6–8] has shown that the concept proposed
in [3] could be a good resource for through-the-floor person localization.
Taking into account this conclusion, we will introduce an extension of
this concept for through-the-floor person localization in this paper. This
extension, referred to as the 3D-2D method, consists of the substitution of
an intuitive approach to the localization problem solution applied in [3]
with a theoretical solution based on its geometrical interpretation.

Problem statement: Let us assume a static person localization through-
the-floor according to the scenario depicted in Fig. 1. For the person
localization, a multistatic UWB radar employing 1 transmitting (Tx)
and 4 receiving (Rxi, i= 1, 2, 3, 4) antennas is applied. The antennas
are situated in the x− y plane (Fig. 2), whereby it is assumed that their
coordinates are known ( Tx= [0, 0, 0], Rxi = [xi, yi, zi], i= 1, 2, 3, 4)
(Fig. 1(b)). Despite the fact that a person represents a so-called distributed
target, the fundamental idea of our approach is based on the often
considered assumption that the person to be localized will be considered
as a point target T = [xt, yt, zt]. Taking into account this premise, TOAs
corresponding to a static person for each pair of Tx−Rxi (TOAi,
i= 1, 2, 3, 4) can be estimated by the WP-STAPELOC method [5].

Then considering Fig. 1 and using the multilateration concept of target
localization, the following set of equations can be written:

di = c · TOAi = d(Tx, T ) + d(T,Rxi), i= 1, 2, 3, 4. (1)

(a)

Tx=[0,0,0] Rx =[x ,0,0]1 1Rx =[x ,0,0]1 2

Rx =[0,y ,0]3 3

Rx =[0,y ,0]4 4

z=0

x

y

(b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1 Scenario: 1(a) the measurement scheme, 1(b) the antenna array layout,
1(c) the measurement devices and their locations, 1(d) a static target.

In these equations, di is set for the length of the trajectory Tx-T -Rxi

and c
.
= 3× 108 m.s−1 is set for the electromagnetic wave propagation

velocity in the air. The symbol d(X,Y ) expresses the distance between
point X and point Y in 3D. It is well known that the target coordinates
xt, yt and zt can be obtained as the solution of (1).

3D-2D method: In order to introduce a simple solution of (1), let us
assume, that there is one target in 3D for z > 0 and his/her TOAi have
been perfectly estimated (i.e. TOAi estimation errors are zero). Then,
the solution of (1) can be obtained based on the following geometrical
interpretation of the particular equations of (1).

It is well known from geometry that the kth equation of (1) is the
equation of the spheroid Sk obtained by rotating the ellipse Ek about
one of its principal axis (Fig. 2(a). The foci of Sk and Ek are located in
the points Tx and Rxk. Note that the length of the semi-major axis of
Ek is dk/2. Then, the S1 (S3) and S2 (S4) can be obtained by rotating
E1 (E3) and E2 (E4) about their principal axes, located on the x (y)
axis (Fig. 2(b), 2(c)). Taking into account our assumptions, there will be
only one point of intersection of all Sk for z > 0, which will represent
the position of the target. Because the foci of S1 and S2 are located on
the x-axis, a circle c1 with the center C1 = [x0, 0, 0] and radius r1 is the
intersection of these spheroids (Fig. 2(b)). The point A= [x0, r1, 0] is
the intersection of E1 and E2 (Fig. 2(a)). Similarly, the circle c2 with the
center C2 = [0, y0, 0] and radius r2 is the intersection of the spheroids
S3 and S4 (Fig. 2(c)). The point B = [r2, y0, 0] is the intersection of
E3 and E4 (Fig. 2(a)). The computation of intersections A and B can
be interpreted also as the target localization in the x− y plane using
a radar system equipped with Tx and Rxi for i= 1, 2 and i= 3, 4,
respectively. Then, for the computation of the intersections A and B, a
direct localization method in 2D can be used [2]. And finally, the target
position given by T = [xt, yt, zt] can be obtained as the intersection
of c1 and c2 for z > 0 (Fig. 2(d)). It can be seen from Fig. 2(d) that
T0 = [x0, y0, 0] is the T = [xt, yt, zt] projection into the x− y plane.
Then, by applying the Pythagorean theorem for a right triangle C1T0T

(C2T0T ), the target coordinates can be obtained as

T = [xt, yt, zt] =

[
x0, y0,

√
r21 − y20

]
=

[
x0, y0,

√
r22 − x2

0

]
. (2)

Because the proposed solution can be interpreted as the fusion of
the target localization results in 2D, the introduced method of target
localization in 3D will be denoted as the 3D-2D localization method.

Experimental results: The performance of the 3D-2D localization
method has been experimentally tested for through-the-floor static person
localization. The measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The classroom
where the target was situated was fully furnished with furniture. On the
classroom ceiling, lamps with metal scatters were situated. Within the
experiment, an M-sequence UWB radar with an operational bandwidth of
DC–3 GHz was used [1]. Its unambiguous range, total power transmitted
and measurement rate was 44 m, 1 mW and 26 impulse responses per
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Static person localization

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2 Geometrical interpretation of target localization. (a) 2D localization by four ellipses E1, E2, E3 and E4. (b) 3D localization by two spheroids S1 and S2.
(c) 3D localization by two spheroids S3 and S4 (d) 3D localization by two circles.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 3 The output of the particular phases of the WP-STAPELOC method. (a) Radargram with subtracted background. (b) Filtered radargram with subtracted
background. (c) Welch periodogram. (d) Decision statistic and a threshold of OS-CFAR detector. (e) Constant threshold detector output.
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-3
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-1
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Antenna system

z

Estimated distance
from the 2nd floor: 0.43 m.

The thickness
of the floor: 0.41 m.

Fig. 4. True and estimated position of the localized person

second. As its antennas, horn antennas with an operational bandwidth of
0.4–6 GHz were used. The measurement length was 45s.

For the TOAi estimation, a reduced WP-STAPELOC method was
employed [5]. The mentioned method consists of a sequential processing
of the radargram by methods such as exponential averaging (background
subtraction), slow-time band-pass filtering (target echo enhancement),
two-stage detection (target detection) and trace connection method (TOA
estimation itself). The mentioned detector consists of an estimator of the
power of radar signal components located in the frequency band 0.2–
0.7 Hz (the frequency interval of human breathing), an order-statistic
constant false alarm detector (OS-CFAR), an integrator and a simple
threshold detector. The trace connection method provides not only a
simple TOA estimation, but also the association of TOA obtained from
all receiving channels corresponding to the same target and wall effect
compensation [2].

The outputs of the selected phases of the WP-STAPELOC method
for the receiving channel Rx1 are given in Fig. 3. Finally, the person’s
coordinates have been estimated by the 3D-2D method. The true and the
estimated position of the person are given in Fig. 4. Their comparison
confirms that the proposed approach for through-the-floor localization of
a static person can provide his/her localization with a very good accuracy.

Conclusion: In this paper, the problem of static person localization using
a UWB radar for a through-the-floor scenario has been studied. We have
shown that by the application of the antenna array according to Fig. 1(b),
the WP-STAPELOC method and a simple 3D-2D method, a static person
can be localized with a good accuracy for such a complex scenario.
The presented results were obtained despite the fact that we used a

very simple and even unrealistic assumption that TOA can be perfectly
estimated. If this assumption is not considered, the intersection of the
circles c1 and c2 does not have to exist. In this case, the proposed method
provides approximate results only. Under this condition, the improvement
of target localization could be obtained if the target position is estimated
using solution of the optimization task argminT (d (T, c1) + d (T, c2)).
Another improvement of the target localization in 3D could be obtained
by the combination of the 3D-2D method with the Taylor series method.
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Time quantization impact on localization precision
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P = (−0.77; 2.84; 0.35) [m]
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P = (1; 10;−2) [m]
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P = (1; 10;−2) [m], receivers distance 1.6 m
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Precision dependence on the sampling frequency
P = (−0.77; 2.84; 0.35) [m]

frequency [GHz] dmin [cm] dmax [cm] dPmin [cm] dPmax [cm] diam [cm]
3 0.016 24.835 −0.834 3.811 39.236
6 0.016 16.833 −0.834 1.264 21.734
12 0.016 6.417 −0.047 0.949 9.555

P = (1; 10;−2) [m]

frequency [GHz] dmin [cm] dmax [cm] dPmin [cm] dPmax [cm] diam [cm]
3 0.414 56.295 −3.382 0.695 71.499
6 0.052 39.529 −0.083 0.658 44.362
12 0.052 28.299 −0.083 0.382 35.167
12∗ 0.100 10.032 −0.754 0.302 13.826

∗ – receivers distance 1.6 m
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Conclusions

. Our investigation shows that for a higher sampling frequency the
localization accuracy is acceptable for practical using.. For larger distances the accuracy is smaller.. Larger receiving antennas distances lead to a higher localization precision.. Although TOA determination is, of course, much more complicated
technical problem – it was useful to study time quantization effect itself.
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